Plays by and about Women

For as long as there have been plays, there have been plays by women. Unfortunately, like many arts, theater has long
been dominated by.Plays by and about Women has 30 ratings and 8 reviews. Ed said: An interesting collection of eight
plays written between and Two of them.We'd encourage you to join the International Women's Day celebration by
picking up a copy of one of these plays, but also to reach out to your local theatre.Eight plays, all written in this century,
in which leading women dramatists present their own pictures of their sex.Really, producers? Really Suzy Evans pled in
a piece for American Theatre, mimicking the comedic angst of Amy Poehler and Seth.In , 13 women hailing from Los
Angeles banded together to form The Kilroys , who coyly announce, We make trouble. And plays. Named.All but
daring American theaters to put on more new plays by women, an advocacy group of female writers and producers
released a list of Women, Theatre and the Holocaust is a directory of plays by women on the Holocaust and plays about
women and the Holocaust. The page.Obviously, theatre's gender gap has a long history. Less obvious: so do plays by
women.Artistic Director of Sphinx Theatre Sue Parrish curates a new collection of short plays written by women and
revolving around female characters.Selected by Sue Parrish, Artistic Director of Sphinx Theatre, these plays offer a wide
variety of rewarding roles for women, and are perfect for schools, youth.Quality Australian play scripts from Australian
playwrights. Your first resource. Comprehensive database, biographies and extracts. Theatre industry and.This volume
draws together seven contemporary plays by female African writers, offering a rare insight into the work being produced
by these practitioners.Michael Wright discusses how his playwriting residency program WomenWorks is helping tackle
the underrepresentation of female playwrights.We profile History Matters/Back to the Future, an organization that
advocates for historic plays by women to be included in college curriculum.
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